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1. Introduction

[1] In the mid-1980s the discovery of finger persistence,
both for constant infiltration as well as in subsequent
infiltration events [Glass et al., 1988], suggested that
standard unsaturated flow theory applied to gravity-driven
fingering (GDF) was incomplete. Subsequent discovery of
the nonmonotonic behavior in saturation (and thus pressure)
at the finger tip [Glass et al., 1989] clenched this fate for
the traditional conceptualization. While a standard hyster-
etic mechanism can fully explain finger persistence follow-
ing from the nonmonotonic behavior at the tip, the cause
(i.e., the initiation) of nonmonotonicity within the finger
could not be explained by standard theory. This critical
point lied dormant for many years. In the meantime, many
assumed that standard porous-continuum theory, in combi-
nation with hysteretic equations of state, contained all the
relevant physics and was sufficient to explain GDF. There-
fore when Nieber [1996] presented his results, they were
embraced as ‘‘the first to model experimentally observed
unstable fingered flow successfully’’ [Deinert et al., this
issue, second paragraph] (hereinafter referred to as
DPCSS). Nieber’s [1996] simulations were purported to
be solutions of the traditional unsaturated flow governing
equation, the Richards equation (RE). However, we dem-
onstrated that such assumed physics; that is, the RE in
combination with standard monotonic properties (SMP)
(defined by standard constitutive relations and hysteretic
equations of state [Mualem, 1976; van Genuchten, 1980])
was not sufficient to model GDF [Eliassi and Glass,
2001a].
[2] We are happy to see that our work has caused others

to recognize the insufficiency of traditional theory. Of
course, recognizing that traditional theory (i.e., the RE)
cannot fully represent GDF requires the recognition that
Nieber’s [1996] solution of the RE can only ‘‘mimic’’ GDF
(DPCSS, first paragraph). We note, however, that such

recognition cannot be found in six other works [Ritsema
et al., 1998a, 1998b; Nguyen et al., 1999a, 1999b; Nieber et
al., 2000; Ritsema and Dekker, 2000] that faithfully used
the basic numerical method suggested by Nieber [1996]
after it was developed. In fact, within all this work a
statement is made that the governing equation being solved
is the RE and that van Genuchten [1980] equations are used
to describe (water) saturation-capillary pressure and satura-
tion-hydraulic conductivity relations. Critical to the mimic
is the use of downwind averaging of the hydraulic conduc-
tivity in the numerical solution approach. However, as we
showed [Eliassi and Glass, 2001a], the downwind averag-
ing does more than simply ‘‘adjust the permeability’’ at the
wetting front as was suggested by DPCSS (first paragraph).
Actually, downwind averaging induces a numerical error
that can be large enough to modify the underlying govern-
ing equation such that RE is no longer being solved. Of
course, with grid refinement this numerical error reduces
and the GDF response vanishes. DPCSS states that we have
‘‘exaggerated’’ (final paragraph) our critique of Nieber
[1996]. Of course, we do not believe that we have exag-
gerated our critique. In light of this comment we endeavor
to explain, once again, our results and their significance in
section 2 below.
[3] More recently, we have gone beyond the RE to

consider its extension to include the experimentally ob-
served hold-back-pile-up (HBPU) effect [Eliassi and
Glass, 2001b, 2002] critical for the porous-continuum
modeling of GDF. By postulating the HBPU effect as
physically tied to wetting front sharpness, the HBPU can
be mathematically formulated in a variety of ways to
include hypodiffusive, hyperbolic, and mixed spatial-tem-
poral forms. For each an extended flux relation comprised
of the Darcy-Buckingham flux plus an additional compo-
nent due to the HBPU effect can be inferred. While
parallels for each extended flux relation can also be found
in the multiphase literature, it remains to be seen whether
such porous-continuum-scale models can be applied such
as to increase our basic understanding of the GDF
process. DPCSS have suggested that the recent work of
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Deinert et al. [2002] and Dautov et al. [2002] shed light
on extended theory in the context of modeling GDF.
While such discussion may prove premature, we address
extended theory and these preliminary works in section 3
below.
[4] Finally, we agree with DPCSS that an increased

understanding of GDF must come from a consideration of
pore-scale physics. In fact, one of us (Glass) has been
involved for quite some time in both experiments, where
pore-scale behavior can be observed [e.g., Mortensen et al.,
2001; Glass et al., 2000; Zhong et al., 2001] as well as the
development of alternative pore-scale modeling approaches
for two-phase immiscible displacements in porous media
and fractures. Indeed, to our knowledge, the first simula-
tions of GDF were not accomplished by Nieber [1996]
(DPCSS, first paragraph) but by Glass and Yarrington
[1989], where a pore-scale approach, based on Modifica-
tions of Invasion Percolation (MIP), was used. A full
discussion of this work as it pertains to the GDF is far
beyond the scope of this reply. Instead, we refer the reader
to Glass and Yarrington [1996], Glass et al. [2001], and,
most recently, Glass and Yarrington [2003] as well as to the
large number of references contained therein.

2. Nieber and Colleagues Were Not Solving RE

[5] In previous work [Eliassi and Glass, 2001a] we
formally evaluated the leading truncation error (LTE) due
to discretization to yield an equation comprised of the
original RE along with other additional terms arising from
LTE. This equation, often referred to as the ‘‘modified
governing equation,’’ is the actual partial differential equa-
tion being solved during the numerical solution steps [e.g.,
see Warming and Hyett, 1974]. On the basis of our results,
where downwind averaging yields a finger response, the
total LTE is mainly dominated by the LTE for the gravity
term in the RE. Thus, considering only the gravity term’s
LTE, the modified governing equation for constant grid
spacing is given by
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where the left-hand side represents a dimensionless form of
the RE in two dimensions and the right-hand side (RHS) is
the gravity term’s LTE arising from the downwind
averaging; w < 0 is the weighting factor suggested by
Nieber [1996], and �x is the dimensionless grid spacing in
the direction of gravity (refer to Eliassi and Glass [2001a]
for additional explanation). We demonstrated [Eliassi and
Glass, 2001a] that it is the presence of the LTE term on the
RHS of equation (1) that allows Nieber’s [1996] approach
to mimic GDF. Of course, with grid refinement (i.e., as
�x ! 0) the RHS of equation (1) becomes small enough
for the GDF response to disappear.
[6] Thus in the averaging method used by Nieber, GDF

arises through a numerical artifact that is fit with a numer-
ical grid-based parameter, w�x/2. We note, however, that
the mimic of GDF provided by this approach is quite good,
especially when �x and w are calibrated against data. One
also finds that the artificial LTE-induced fingers have the

same qualitative behavior as physical fingers with respect to
material nonlinearity (i.e., n parameter in van Genuchten’s
[1980] model) and/or to initial moisture content.
[7] In any case, as we stated in the conclusion of our

previous work [Eliassi and Glass, 2001a, section 5], the use
of Nieber’s approach to study GDF is problematic. An
approach that is ultimately a ‘‘curve fit’’ cannot yield new
understanding within the range of its data set, and outside of
its data range the curve fit is simply extrapolation and must
be validated before it can be used.
[8] Interpretation of extrapolated results can often yield

misunderstanding instead of increased understanding. In
this sense we lament that one must exercise caution regard-
ing the use of interpretations based on numerical results
within all papers that have employed Nieber’s method [e.g.,
Nieber, 1996; Ritsema et al., 1998a, 1998b; Nguyen et al.,
1999a, 1999b; Nieber et al., 2000; Ritsema and Dekker,
2000].

3. On Extended Physics and Relevance of the
Recent Work by DPCSS and Colleagues

[9] Our conclusion, as stated in our previous work, was
[Eliassi and Glass, 2001a, p. 2019]

Thus the RE along with standard monotonic hydraulic properties does
not contain the critical physics required to model gravity-driven
fingers and must be considered inadequate for unsaturated flow in
initially dry, highly nonlinear, and hysteretic media where these
fingers occur.

Possible alternatives to the standard approach were listed to
[Eliassi and Glass, 2001a, p. 2032]

. . .include but are not limited to a dynamic capillary pressure resulting
in nonstandard equations of state; modified nonmonotonic constitu-
tive relations for the relative permeability; and/or entirely different
formulations of the flux law itself.

We have gone on to consider additional physics and invite
DPCSS and others to consider our recent work [Eliassi and
Glass, 2002], where we identify the experimentally observed
HBPU effect and mathematically model the HBPU in a
variety of forms. Support for each of these forms can be
found within extended theory for single-phase and multi-
phase flow and, interestingly, from very different underlying
conceptualizations of the possible physics. The form of
interest with regard to the comment of DPCSS is the third-
order, mixed spatial-temporal form with an underlying
conceptualization based on the theory of dynamic capillary
pressure such as that of Hassanizadeh and Gray [1993].
[10] DPCSS suggest that the work of Deinert et al. [2002]

provides ‘‘further insight’’ (paragraph 3) into the GDF
problem, in particular, through the interpretation of exper-
imental data with the concept of ‘‘dynamic pressure.’’
Deinert et al. [2002] used the measured saturation profile
along a finger, the measured hydraulic conductivity as a
function of moisture content, and the standard Darcy’s law
to back-calculate the pressure gradient along the profile.
This gradient was then used to project a nonabsolute
pressure as a function of moisture content. As a prelude,
we note that the application of Darcy’s law to yield finger
behavior was first suggested over a decade ago [Glass et al.,
1989]. There the analysis was restricted to the saturated
finger tip region and allowed derivation of a relationship for
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finger tip length, Ls, as a function of water entry pressure at
the finger tip, ywe, air entry pressure behind the tip where
the tip begins to desaturate, yae, hydraulic conductivity of
the tip region, Kf, and flux through the finger, qf. This
relation was written simply as [see Glass et al., 1989,
equation (4)]

Ls ¼
ywe � yae

1� qf

Kf

: ð2Þ

We note in passing that a ‘‘dynamic’’ water entry pressure
function could be obtained directly from equation (2) by the
measurement of finger tip length for experimental fingers
with a variety of fluxes. Regardless, while equation (2) was
written for constant saturation zones where it applies with
few assumptions, DPCSS have assumed constant flux along
the core of a finger and generalized this relation to apply
outside the constant saturation region of the profile.
Application of their equation (1) to the data of Deinert et
al. [2002] yields the pressure-saturation history shown in
their Figure 1. We must note, however, that this general
behavior has been recognized previously [e.g., Glass et al.,
1989; Selker et al., 1992; Liu et al., 1994a, 1994b]. We are
happy that the authors now understand this behavior as a
direct consequence of physics that is not part of the standard
RE + SMP.
[11] DPCSS also suggest a relation between the results in

their Figure 1 and the recent work of Dautov et al. [2002],
who consider a dynamic capillary pressure concept to
model GDF. The approach used by Dautov et al. [2002]
essentially involves numerical solution of the RE coupled
with a first-order initial value problem representing a dynamic
capillary pressure. Although in the original formulation of
Hassanizadeh and Gray [1993] dynamic capillary pressure
equation includes a temporal derivative of saturation,
Dautov et al. [2002] have rewritten this equation in terms
of the temporal derivative of dynamic pressure. Their
numerical simulation illustrates a nonmonotonic response
such as seen in GDF and suggests that a third-order, mixed-
form flux law based on a dynamic capillary pressure, such as
we present in our recent work [Eliassi and Glass, 2002], can
indeed yield an appropriate HBPU as required for a porous-
continuum approach to model GDF. We note that in our
recent work [Eliassi and Glass, 2002, section 4.3] we were
skeptical that a mixed-form flux derived directly from the
theory of Hassanizadeh and Gray [1993] could yield the
proper HBPU effect at the wetting front. Regardless, assum-
ing the results of Dautov et al. [2002] to be correct, we
wonder at DPCSS’s statements that their back-calculated
‘‘dynamic pressure’’ shown in their Figure 1 ‘‘leads to
instability when used in conjunction with a continuum
approach’’ (paragraph 4). Once again, we emphasize that
the presentation in their Figure 1 is simply a system response
and thus is a direct consequence of physics beyond the
standard RE + SMP rather than a cause.

4. Conclusion

[12] The RE has been used with great success in a wide
variety of situations in hydrology. However, the RE in
conjunction with SMP does not work where GDF forms.
Paraphrasing the words of Feynman [1992], if the model

does not fit nature, it is wrong. We must then develop a new
and more comprehensive theory that can properly model
GDF for the range of parameter space where it occurs. We
are very happy that our work [Eliassi and Glass, 2001a] has
instigated research along these lines by others, and we
encourage a reading of our own such work [Eliassi and
Glass, 2002]. It is indeed unknown whether such extended
physics can be appropriately incorporated into a continuum
approach to fully model GDF. However, as can be seen in
the recent pore-scale simulations using MIP [Glass and
Yarrington, 2003], GDF and its nonmonotonic signature can
indeed be modeled with an appropriate, physically based
mechanistic model.
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